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Abstract - The recent natural and man-made disasters have urged the study and research on the Urban Search and Rescue 
robots. A novel link type modular shape shifting robot, with the ability to change its shape is designed and developed for 
potential application in Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) operations. The shape-shifting robot has three modules, capable 
of achieving three kinds of symmetry configurations with each configuration having its own unique mobility. The 
configuration of the robot changes depending on the nature of the environment. The link-arm provided on the module re-
orients the shape of the robot based on the feedback information obtained from the sensors on the robot. The shape shifting 
of the robot is achieved using High torque DC motors provided on the link arms and the main module of the robot. 
Ultrasonic sensors provide the necessary intelligence to the robot. The sensors are used to determine the path available for 
the navigation of the robot and depending on the available path, reconfiguration of the robot takes place and correspondingly 
rescue operation is carried out. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The recent man-made and natural disasters have 
resulted in huge property and a large no of life loss. 
In such events a lot of victims lose their lives due to 
time consuming search and rescue operations because 
of the extreme and hostile environment conditions.  
Also the rescue operations under such extreme 
conditions are very dangerous for the rescuers as 
well. 
 
Under those circumstances, the Urban Search and 
Rescue Robots (USAR) can be deployed to perform 
the necessary search and rescue operations. 
Various tasks the urban search and rescue robots can 
perform have been listed as: 
 
a. Collect visual information about the working 

environment and provide the onsite information 
so that necessary actions can be taken. 

b. Collect other data such as seismic data to study 
the structural integrity of the partially collapsed 
building. 

c. Deploy the robots with necessary sensors such 
as Infrared sensors, PIR sensors, Gas sensors so 
as to know about the environment. 

 
By studying   the objectives of the robot, mobility 
seems to be the essential character for the tasks to be 
performed. Also being weightless enables the robot to 
be carried to the rescue site and be deployed. Hence 
the design of the robot is of prime importance 
considering its field of application. The requirements 
for the design of the robot are as mentioned: 
a. The robot should be with high stability and 

mobility. 

b. The robot should be comparatively light weight 
and portable. 

c. The design must be flexible enough to perform the 
shape shifting process. 

d. The robot must be capable of holding sensors and 
other life saving equipments. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Japan being among the earth-quake prone nations, 
started a research program called “Development of 
Advanced Robots and Information Systems for 
Disaster Response”. ‘ACM’, HELLOS’,’GENBU’ 
and ‘SORYU’ are among the various robots 
developed by Hirose and his team. The shape and 
design of the robot inspired from reptiles, is made of 
individual modules capable of entering into uneven 
and narrow terrain. 
 
From 2002, “Special Project for Earthquake Disaster 
Mitigation in Urban Areas”, was launched by 
Ministry of Science and Technology in Japan. Many 
kinds of search and rescue robots have been 
developed such as Souryu (Hirose et al), Moira 
(Osuka et al), and KOHGA (Tetsushi et al,).  Each of 
these robots consist of modules either two or more. 
Depending upon the nature of the environment, the 
modules change their orientation. 
 
Bin li et al., developed a shape shifting robot for 
Search and Rescue missions, the design made of a 
link-type structure. This structure provided the 
perfect mobility and flexibility in uneven terrain. 
With low centre of gravity and sufficient contact to 
the ground, it has high stability over uneven terrain. 
For a link-type structure, it can adopt manifold gaits 
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such as serpentine motion, concertina motion, 
thrusting motion, pushing motion, rectilinear motion 
like a snake under different environments. 
 
Changlong et al., designed a shape shifting mobile 
robot for urban search and rescue. The robot is 
designed with three degrees of freedom and two 
tracked drive systems. The robot consists of two 
modular units and a joint unit. The joint unit can 
transform the robot shape for getting high mobility. 
The robots possess two states including the parallel 
state and the linear state. The parallel state enables 
high mobility on rough ground while the linear state 
enables the robot to climb upstairs and go through 
narrow spaces. Also the joint unit can propel the 
robot to roll in sidewise direction. 
 
Tonglin et al., proposed the adaptive path planning 
research for a shape-shifting robot using particle 
swarm optimization. In order to optimize the path of 
the robot through an environment containing static 
polygonal obstacles an adaptive path planning 
method is implemented which integrates the 
reconfigurable ability of the robot into the particle 
swarm optimization (PSO). The modified PSO 
method thus reduces the computational load and can 
generate smooth paths by string of cubic splines. 
Hence providing an efficient and shortened path for 
the robot.. 
 
Jinguo Liu et al.,proposed a Improved transformation 
technique for a link-type shape shifting modular 
robot. With help of improved transformation 
technique, the torque required for the individual joints 
to transform its shape is greatly reduced. This way the 
weight of the modules can be reduced. 
 
Jian chang et al., carried on the research of shape 
shifting robot skid-turning with line configuration. 
The shape-shifting robot is built with the ability to 
pass the narrow spaces and small ruins with line 
configuration. In order to reduce the hard turning and 
large turning radius which restrict the motion of the 
robot, a new transformation technique is developed 
which reduces the radius and time of turning. The 
surface friction is also reduced due to the skid turning 
technique. This design hence helped in developing a 
robot with high flexibility and agility. 
 
From the above study of literature review different 
ideas for designing a Shape-shifting Robot were 
found. The robots were capable of attaining different 
configurations depending on the nature of the 
environment, and the efficiency of each configuration 
was of high standards with respect to their 
environments. For the locomotion of the robot, 
various transformation techniques were proposed. 
Depending on the field of application the robots were 
made autonomous, hence making the robot more 
effective and field operative.  

From the study it is hence decided to consider a three 
module robot with link-type structures which provide 
the required stability and flexibility.. The robot is 
designed and integrated with sensors and hence made 
autonomous for effective reconfiguration and field 
operation. 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 

 
Fig 3.1 Methodology flow chart 

 
IV. STRUCTURE OF THE ROBOT 
 
After taking into account of the described issues on 
search and rescue robots, a novel link type self 
reconfigurable robot is built with three independent 
modules connected through shafts. The robots 
structure consists of one primary module and two 
secondary modules with two shafts connecting the 
modules. It consists of four DC motors of 60 RPM 
for driving the modules and three High torque DC 
motors (42 kg-cm) for the reconfiguration process. It 
also has a 10 RPM DC motor to rotate the ultra sonic 
sensor. The control system consists of 
microcontroller ATMEGA328-PU which is ATMEL 
microcontroller family. 
 
A.  Mechanical Design 
The robot designed has the capability to reconfigure 
itself and move in different configurations depending 
on the nature of the environment. 
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Fig 4.1a 

 
Figure 4.1a shows the robot in a triangular 
configuration. The robot uses this configuration to 
move around open spaces and to climb over 
obstacles, as this configuration gives more stability. 

 
Fig 4.1b 

 
Figure 4.1b shows the robot in a non linear 
configuration, this helps the robot to move over 
obstacles and take turns. 

 
Fig 4.1c 

 
Figure 4.1c shows the robot in a linear form .The 
robot takes this form whenever it detects a narrow 
opening  
 
B. Design Specifications 

 
  
C. Microcontroller Unit 
The microcontroller ATMEGA328-PU is used which 
is ATMEL microcontroller family. The high-
performance Atmel 8-Bit AVR RISC based 

microcontroller combines 32 KB ISP flash memory 
with read-while-write capabilities; it has 23 general 
purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose working 
registers.  The device operates between 1.8-5.5 volts. 
This microcontroller is implemented on the Arduino- 
Uno platform. 

 
Fig 4.2  ATMEGA 328-PU 

 
Fig 4.3 Arduino-Uno platform 

 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the microcontroller used 
along with its implemented platform. 
 
C. Robot Driver Unit 
The robot driver circuits are basically used for the 
motion of the forward in various directions and also 
for the reconfiguration of the individual modules 
during shape shifting process. Two LN293D driver 
circuits are used to drive the four 60 RPM DC motors 
and one LN298 driver circuit is used to drive two 
high torque DC motors used for lateral flipping and 
one HERCULES driver circuit is used to drive one 
high torque DC motor in the longitudinal direction. 

 
Fig 4.4 LN293D            Fig 4.5 HERCULES DRIVER 

 
Fig 4.6 LN298 

 
D. Sensor 
Ultrasonic senor is used to provide the necessary 
intelligence for the robot. The sensor is mounted on 
the primary centre module and driven by a 10RPM 
DC motor which rotates the ultrasonic sensor. By this 
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the ultrasonic sensor gathers data from the 
surrounding environment. The motor is driven in such 
a way so as to stop at three intervals during which the 
sensor obtains the readings at three different places. 
The reading is then sent to the microcontroller. 
Depending on the data collected, the microcontroller 
responds and in turn controls the flipping movement 
of the modules. The reconfiguration hence occurs 
depending on the data collected from the ultra sonic 
sensor. 

 
Fig 4.7 Ultrasonic sensor 

 
V. ROBOT WORKING MECHANISM 
 
To understand and explain the reconfiguration 
technique of the designed robot, two obstacles are 
closely placed providing only a narrow passage. 
Figures 5.1a to 5.1 e show the movement of the robot 
and the reconfiguration process taking place in order 
to enter the narrow passage. 

 
Fig 5.1a 

 
Figure 5.1a shows the robot moving in a straight 
direction with two obstacles in its path and a only a 
narrow passage. The ultrasonic sensor on the centre 
module collects data about the surrounding 
environment. The sensor rotates there by giving 
readings at three different directions 

 
Fig 5.1b 

 
Figure 5.1b shows the left module of the robot very 
close to the obstacle and hence unable to move urther. 
This is where the robot stops its forward motion and 
waits for the reconfiguration to occur. 

 
Fig 5.1c 

 
Figure 5.1c shows the flipping of the left module. 
This is carried out by the high torque motor provided 
on the link shaft connecting the centre module and 
the left module. 

 
Fig 5.1d 

 
Figure 5.1d shows the flipping of the right module. 
This again is initiated by the high torque flipping 
motor provided on the link arm. The flipping of the 
left and the right module occurs one after the other. 
 

 
Fig 5.1e 

 
Figure 5.1e shows the robot now in a linear 
configuration. All the three modules are now in a 
straight line. This enables the robot to go through 
narrow passages 

 
Fig 5.1f 

 
Figure 5.1f shows the robot passing through the 
narrow passage easily. 
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Hence the robot performs the flipping operation so as 
to go through narrow opening without having to 
change its course of direction. Once the robot crosses 
the narrow opening it again performs the flipping 
operation and comes back to its original state. This 
way the robot reconfigures itself by changing its 
shape depending on the nature of the environment. 
This makes the robot more versatile and application 
worthy. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper a novel link type self reconfigurable 
modular robot is presented for search and rescue 
operations. Being hyper-redundant, modularized and 
reconfigurable, this robot has good scope in the field 
of surveillance and reconnaissance. The main 
advantage of this type of robot over other modular 
robots is their adaptation ability through various 
environments. Experiments have shown that this 
robot can change its shape and configuration 
depending upon the nature of the environment. 
 
FUTURE WORK 
 
The timing and accuracy of the flipping process can 
be controlled using servo motors in place of DC 
motors and also the design of the individual modules 
can also be made smaller and more rigid. The robot 
can be interfaced with numerous sensors and made 
more intelligent using neural networks and fuzzy 
logic, this way improving the overall effectiveness of 
the shape shifting robot. 
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